"To my acting friends that have asked, this is Addy's coach. Check him out if you are interested in a little extra
training. He will sometimes work with Addy directly on a piece, but has also just taught her the art of breaking
down a script, etc. Something that most child actors don't know how to do - and some adults. It helps her to
better prepare for scenes and some auditions as well."
Jaime Miller (Addy Miller - The Walking Dead)
Private Acting Student
“Tanner is very effective and inspiring, he leaves you with more than what you came with every time! He takes
the time to help his students no matter what. he has many years under his belt as an acting coach and it shows i
don't know anyone more effective!"
Justin Benjamin
Private Acting Student
“Tanner has the ability to really make you think about your acting choices and come up with something so
much better than you thought before. He will invest a 110% in making you look good. He is extremely flexable
with my schedule, professional and just great to work with."
Tim Bell
Scene Study/Private Acting Student
“Tanner provided me with excellent character insight when I worked with him on a monologue used for an
audition. Results were: I got in the show and months later someone mentioned to me that they remembered my
audition. I am totally satisfied and would work with him again. I hope he teaches another scene acting class
soon b/c I will sign up again also. Rates are reasonable."
Barbara Diciero
Scene Study/Private Acting Student
"Tanner is extremely professional and takes the craft and profession of acting very seriously. Taking every beat
of a very emotion driven scene and breaking it down effortlessly with me, in a matter of weeks, he had me
believing in myself and my abilities. Through encouragement and steady instruction, I learned more from
Tanner in a matter of weeks than my professors in school taught in four LONG years. I am looking forward to
auditioning this summer and putting those learned skills to work. Would I take another scene study class from
Tanner? You bet I would. Thank you Tanner!"
Todd Carper
Scene Study Student
"Tanner taught me new ways to look at the character and really improved my ability to be truthful to the scene.
You won't be disappointed.
John Lewis III
Private Acting Student
"Tanner gave a great workshop...I've directed a lot of projects over the past few years and I still got something
out of this."
K. Arnold
TV & FP Organizer
"I learned a lot and had a great time! Awesome workshop!"
J. Maria
TV & FP Member
"Tanner Lagasca is a very knowledgeable and patient teacher of dramatic arts, able to adapt his teaching style to
seasoned professionals and beginners in a way which allows both to feel challenged without being

overwhelmed. I learned much from him and would recommend his class "Acting I: Beginner" as a great start
for anyone who is interested in improving their skills in the dramatic arts."
Kurt Cordice
Acting Student
"He uses his knowledge, performance experience and intense acting background to create a safe and
comfortable space for his students to work."
Carlita V. Ector
Acting Student
"Tanner Lagasca's acting class will push you to think outside of yourself; to just do and not to calculate your
next move or words."
Erin Lally
Acting Student
"Tanner put in long hours and always seemed to maintain a very high level of energy, professionalism and
patience."
Staci Bullock
Program Director
"His knowledge is wide and experienced and brought so much to our company...I recommend Tanner with the
deepest confidence, his natural flair and believability and professionalism are always present."
Bob Falls
Poetry Alive, Founder
"The characters that he portrays on stage are very unique"..."using his vast knowledge and experience to bring
the most out of a character"...."his dedication and hard work can be seen every day."
Mike Buckner
English Village, Administration
"Not only is he a strong actor, he is really good at theatre technique."
Mickey Choi
English Village, Manager of Edutainer Dept.

